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engaging in physical activity 
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Abstract 
Physical activity encompasses any motion facilitated by skeletal muscles, demanding energy expenditure. 
It's crucial to distinguish it from exercise, which represents a specialized and intentional form of physical 
activity. The World Health Organization (WHO) delineates exercise as structured, repetitive, and 
purposeful movements within the broader spectrum of physical activity. 
Consistent engagement in physical activity stands as an essential pillar for optimal health. Disturbingly, 
global statistics position physical inactivity as the fourth principal contributor to mortality. Numerous 
studies unequivocally affirm that integrating regular physical activity into one's routine yields a plethora 
of health advantages. 
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Introduction  
Physical activity refers to any voluntary movement by skeletal muscles that necessitates 
energy expenditure. This inclusive term encompasses all activities, irrespective of intensity or 
timing, whether planned or incidental, integrated into daily routines. These integrated 
activities, while not necessarily structured for fitness improvement, encompass daily tasks like 
walking to the local shop, household chores, occupational tasks, or active commuting. The 
absence of physical activity correlates with adverse health outcomes, whereas increased 
engagement yields multifaceted benefits for physical, mental, cognitive, and cardiovascular 
health. 
Strategies aiming to bolster population-wide physical activity encompass diverse investments, 
including holistic school programs, active urban design, initiatives promoting active 
transportation, healthcare interventions, public education through mass media, inclusive 
sporting endeavors, workplace wellness programs, and community-wide initiatives. By 
increasing energy expenditure, physical activity plays a pivotal role in regulating body weight. 
 
Terminology Misconception 
The distinction between "exercise" and "physical activity" is pivotal. Though often used 
interchangeably, they denote distinct concepts. Exercise represents a structured subset of 
physical activity, intentionally geared towards enhancing physical fitness. Conversely, 
physical activity encompasses both planned exercise and spontaneous, non-structured 
movements undertaken for various purposes. 
A recent 2021 study reveals that those successfully initiating physical activity programs tend 
to sustain their engagement for a minimum of three months. 
 
Intensity 
Intensity in physical activity spans a wide spectrum, from minimal muscle twitches to 
maximal exertion. This spectrum delineates a continuum from sedentary behavior to vigorous 
activity. Intensity levels are broadly categorized using metabolic equivalents (METs), ranging 
from sedentary behavior to light, moderate, and vigorous activities. 
 
Example Activities at Each Intensity 
An illustrative table below catalogs examples of activities corresponding to different intensity 
levels. 
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These examples highlight the variability inherent in assigning 
activities to specific intensity categories, as individual 
capabilities and specific activities may transcend or shift 
across these intensity demarcations. 
 

Intensity Example Activities 
Sedentary Behavior Sitting, lying 

Standing Standing still 
Light Physical Activity 

(LPA) 
Slow walking, shuffling around the 

house 
Moderate Physical Activity 

(MPA) 
Brisk walking, jogging, light swimming, 

stair climbing 
Vigorous Physical Activity 

(VPA) Fast running, fast cycling, sprinting 

 
Physical Activity as Prevention and Therapy 
Numerous studies have underscored the potential 
advantageous impacts of physical activity in both preventing 
and managing various conditions such as obesity and irritable 
bowel syndrome. Physical activity has exhibited its capacity 
in mitigating anxiety across different contexts: from 
individual sporadic physical exercises to consistent 
engagement in specific physical activities as a regimen. 
Furthermore, it has demonstrated efficacy in alleviating 
psycho-physiological manifestations of anxiety, notably in 
reducing blood pressure and heart rate. 
Moderate physical activity has been associated with a decline 
in short-term physiological reactivity, fostering recovery from 
immediate physiological stressors. In instances where 
individuals grapple with severe depressive episodes and 
anxiety disorders, extended and brief walks have emerged as 
notably effective interventions. Conversely, for individuals 
contending with substance abuse disorders, bipolar disorder, 
or frequent psychotic decompensation, rigorous gymnastics 
and equestrian activities have shown notable effectiveness. 
 
Physical Activities during Leisure and Clusters of 
Different Forms of Meaningfulness 
Various categories of leisure-time physical activities can be 
categorized into distinct clusters united by a common thread 
of significance, as depicted in the model to the right. These 
distinct categories of significance encompass competitive and 
championship activities, nature-oriented pursuits, aesthetic-
expressive endeavors, fitness-oriented exercises and 
recreational play, routine exercises, and five fundamental 
forms of physical training encompassing aerobic, anaerobic, 
strength, flexibility, and coordination training. 
The evolution of these divergent clusters, spanning from 1813 
to the contemporary era, concerning their integration into 
teacher training for physical education within the Swedish 
school system, has been meticulously elucidated by Swedish 
professors specializing in human movement science. 
The pivotal role of regular physical activity in preventing and 
managing noncommunicable diseases such as heart disease, 
stroke, diabetes, and certain cancers has been substantiated. 
Additionally, it aids in averting hypertension, maintaining a 
healthy body weight, and enhancing mental well-being, 
overall quality of life, and general wellness. 
Physical activity encompasses all forms of movement, 
whether in leisure, transportation, or occupational contexts. 
Popular means of staying active include walking, cycling, 
engaging in sports, recreational activities, and play, catering 
to individuals of varying skill levels and for their sheer 
enjoyment. 
Despite the proven benefits, global estimates indicate that a 
substantial portion of the population, one in four adults and 

81% of adolescents, fail to engage in adequate physical 
activity. The surge in inactivity levels, reaching up to 70% in 
some economically advancing nations, is attributed to shifting 
transportation patterns, increased technological reliance for 
work and leisure, evolving cultural norms, and a surge in 
sedentary behaviors. 
This escalating trend in physical inactivity bears adverse 
ramifications on health systems, environmental sustainability, 
economic progress, communal well-being, and overall quality 
of life. 
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines physical 
activity as any bodily movement necessitating energy 
expenditure, encompassing activities during leisure, 
transportation, or occupational pursuits. Both moderate and 
vigorous physical activity offer health benefits, catering to 
individuals across skill levels, emphasizing enjoyment and 
inclusivity. 
Regular engagement in physical activity is scientifically 
proven to mitigate and manage noncommunicable diseases, 
maintain healthy body weight, forestall hypertension, and 
bolster mental health, ultimately enhancing overall well-being 
and life quality. 
 
Recommendations for Physical Activity (including Sleep 
and Sedentary Behavior) 
Global Recommendations 
The World Health Organization recommend the following: 
 
Adults Aged 18-64 
 Adults between 18 and 64 years of age are recommended 

to engage in at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity 
aerobic activity per week, or 75 minutes of vigorous-
intensity aerobic activity per week, or a combination of 
both intensities totaling an equivalent duration. 

 Aerobic activity should be performed in sessions lasting a 
minimum of 10 minutes each. 

 For added health benefits, adults in this age group are 
encouraged to increase their moderateintensity aerobic 
activity to 300 minutes weekly, engage in 150 minutes of 
vigorous-intensity aerobic activity weekly, or opt for a 
blend of moderate and vigorous activity to meet these 
recommendations. 

 It is advised for adults to incorporate muscle-
strengthening activities involving major muscle groups at 
least two days per week.  

 
Adults Aged 65 and Above 
 Adults aged 65 and above are advised to engage in a 

minimum of 150 minutes of moderateintensity aerobic 
activity weekly, 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic 
activity weekly, or a combination of both intensities 
equating to the recommended duration. 

 Aerobic exercises should be conducted in episodes 
lasting at least 10 minutes each. 

 For additional health benefits, older adults are 
encouraged to increase their moderate-intensity aerobic 
activity to 300 minutes per week, engage in 150 minutes 
of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity per week, or a mix 
of moderate and vigorous activities to fulfill these 
guidelines. 

 Individuals in this age bracket experiencing mobility 
challenges should incorporate physical activities aimed at 
improving balance and preventing falls on three or more 
days per week. 

 Muscle-strengthening exercises involving major muscle 
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groups should be performed at least two days per week. 

 When health conditions limit individuals in this age 
group from meeting the recommended activity levels, 
they should strive to engage in physical activities suitable 
for their abilities and conditions. 

 
Children and Adolescents Aged 5-17 
 Children and adolescents aged 5-17 should aim to 

accumulate a minimum of 60 minutes of moderate to 
vigorous physical activity daily. 

 Engaging in physical activity beyond 60 minutes 
provides additional health benefits. 

 
Predictors of Physical Activity Levels 
The extent of physical activity within a population, and the 
proportion adhering to guidelines, are influenced by various 
factors including demographics (age, gender, ethnicity), 
overall health, cultural elements, and the environmental 
infrastructure supporting physical activity. Intersecting 
demographic groups, such as females facing social 
disadvantages, may face increased challenges in meeting 
activity recommendations. 
Research indicates that increased accessibility to natural 
settings (parks, woodlands, water bodies) corresponds to 
higher reported levels of leisure-time physical activities like 
walking and cycling. Meteorological conditions also impact 
physical activity differently across various environments. For 
instance, in a large-scale study in England, higher 
temperatures and reduced wind speeds were associated with 
increased physical activity. 
 
Global Statistics and Health Indicators 
Globally, in 2016, a pooled analysis of 298 surveys revealed 
that around 81% of students aged 11–17 did not meet 
recommended physical activity levels. High-income Asia 
Pacific regions reported the highest prevalence of insufficient 
activity during this period. 
As a health indicator, physical activity, expressed through a 
Physical Activity Vital Sign (PAVS), has been proposed as a 
screening tool in primary healthcare settings. It is suggested to 
correlate with BMI and chronic diseases when coupled with 
demographic information, aiding in identifying patients not 
meeting recommended activity levels. However, self-reported 
medical questionnaires used to evaluate this metric can 
significantly impact its validity and applicability in clinical 
decision-making. 
 
Physical Activity (PA) Increases the Health 
Regular engagement in physical activity is paramount for 
maintaining optimal health. Active individuals tend to exhibit 
higher levels of health-related fitness and are at a reduced risk 
of various debilitating medical conditions compared to their 
sedentary counterparts. It's widely acknowledged that the 
benefits of physical activity extend beyond physical health, 
encompassing significant mental components. Extensive 
research has yielded clear recommendations regarding the 
level of physical activity necessary to garner health benefits. 
 
Hypertension 
High blood pressure, a prevalent risk factor for heart disease, 
stroke, and kidney issues, holds a significant position as a 
leading cause of mortality. Recent meta-analyses indicate that 
individuals engaged in high-level recreational physical 
activity demonstrate a decreased risk of developing 
hypertension compared to those with low-level physical 

activity (RR 0.81). Aerobic endurance training among 
individuals with existing hypertension has shown notable 
reductions in blood pressure readings. 
 
Diabetes 
Type 2 diabetes, a global concern with profound health, 
social, and economic implications, emerges from a complex 
interplay of environmental and genetic factors. There's 
substantial evidence linking modifiable risk factors like 
obesity and physical inactivity as primary contributors to the 
disease. Trials involving lifestyle interventions, including 
healthy diet modifications and moderateintensity physical 
activity such as brisk walking for at least 150 min/week, have 
demonstrated a significant reduction in diabetes incidence 
compared to a placebo or metformin intervention. 
 
Stroke 
Stroke, ranking as the third leading cause of mortality in 
Canada, is notably linked to physical inactivity, elevating the 
risk by 60%. A systematic review highlights a 31% risk 
reduction in stroke incidence associated with high levels of 
physical activity, spanning both genders and various stroke 
types. 
 
Depression 
Exercise is widely acknowledged for its antidepressant 
effects. While individuals with clinical depression often 
exhibit reduced physical activity capacity, they have attested 
to the significance of exercise as a crucial element in 
comprehensive depression treatment programs. 
 
Anxiety 
Numerous studies have validated the link between acute and 
chronic exercise and the reduction of anxiety, supported by 
over 30 published papers substantiating this relationship. 
 
Self-esteem 
Exercise exerts a positive influence on enhancing self-esteem, 
particularly in individuals with lower self-esteem levels. 
However, there's limited research direction regarding exercise 
types and dosage recommendations for self-esteem 
improvement. 
 
Cognitive Function 
Physical activity plays a crucial role in preserving cognitive 
function in older adults and promoting healthy aging. Studies 
indicate that PA protects against cognitive decline, with even 
low-to-moderatelevel exercise demonstrating significant risk 
reduction. PA also correlates with increased production of 
neurotrophic factors, potentially mitigating gray matter loss in 
the brain. 
 
Physical Inactivity and Risk Factors 
Physical inactivity ranks as the fourth leading cause of death 
globally. Eliminating behavioral risk factors like physical 
inactivity, unhealthy diet, tobacco smoking, and alcohol use 
could prevent a significant percentage of cancers, heart 
disease, stroke, and type 2 diabetes cases. A study assessing 
the population attributable risk of physical inactivity on non-
communicable disease-related deaths found that 6.0–10.0% of 
such deaths worldwide were linked to physical inactivity. 
 
Conclusion 
Research unequivocally indicates that engaging in consistent 
physical activity yields numerous health advantages. Several 
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health conditions associated with physical activity manifest 
more prominently with advancing age, notably encompassing 
heart disease and cancer. Mitigating the risk of these 
conditions often necessitates sustained participation in regular 
physical activity over an extended period. Nevertheless, 
beyond the reduction of such risks, regular physical activity 
also contributes to heightened physical and mental fitness. 
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